18th Dec 1938

Dear Sir,

I wish your proposed meeting on the 11th. Every success.

Unfortunately I cannot attend it owing to important Religious Services that Sunday evening at 8 P.M. I have hope to live to see that Partition blot wiped off the reputation of England. It is entirely England's trick to divide and keep under subjection Ireland. But the plot has miscarried. The thief is not paying its creditable little did we think in 1914 that the political interest of England in
“Small nationalities like Belgium would apply to Ireland, but happily Irish Exiles & Nationals whom they influenced made it apply to her. So this Ramp of Plebeianics over the border should apply to Chamberlain colleagues. No wonder Hitler & Mussolini can point with scorn to Britain lectures to them. Was it old Tadd who joked with England’s love of freedom. “Provided all the cow and fight are out in Poland. Miss in you.” This is a much smaller job than Collins & Pearce tackled. May it succeed faithfully yours

Eaton Ring